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constant / unit symbol value

speed of light in vacuum c 2.998 108 m s−1

elementary charge e 1.602 10−19 C
gravitational constant G 6.673 10−11 m3 kg−1 s−2

Planck constant h 6.626 10−34 J s
Boltzmann constant k 1.381 10−23 J K−1

Stefan-Boltzmann constant σ 5.670 10−8 W m−2 K−4

atomic mass unit u 1.661 10−27 kg
electron mass me 9.109 10−31 kg
proton mass mp 1.673 10−27 kg

1.0073 u
hydrogen mass mH 1.674 10−27 kg

1.0078 u
alpha particle mass mα 4.0015 u

solar mass M� 1.989 1030 kg
solar radius R� 6.960 108 m
solar luminosity L� 3.844 1026 W
effective temperature of the Sun Teff,� 5780 K

1 electronvolt eV 1.602 10−19 J
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1. Below is a sequence of graphs that can be used to give a schematic illustration of spectral
line formation in a stellar atmosphere. The top left panel shows the extinction profile as
a function of frequency ν. Assume that the extinction is constant with height. In the
bottom right panel, the source function Sν is drawn as a function of height h, with height
increasing to the right. The line and continuum source functions are assumed to be equal,
Slν = Scν = Sν .

(a) Copy the four panels and fill out the missing lines and arrows that are needed to
make a sketch of the intensity profile in the lower left panel. Assume that the optical
depth τν varies linearly with height. Describe what you do and what assumptions
are made. Do we observe an absorption or an emission line for this spectral line from
this atmosphere?

This is a copy of Rutten Figure 2.5 Eddington-Barbier line formation diagrams, upper
left panel: absorption line from a thick homogeneous medium. The extinction profile
αν sets the τν(h) scaling, linear for each frequency, steeper slope for larger extinction.
The Eddington-Barbier h(τν = 1) heights define the representative source function
values (lower right) to which the emergent intensities correspond (lower left).
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2. The solar corona consist predominantly of hot coronal loops with a temperature of about
one million degrees. Some of the loops are cooler, with a temperature of about 50000 K.
The geometry of the loops are determined by magnetic field lines.

Figure 1 shows such a coronal loop above the solar surface. We describe the loop with
the model shown in Figure 2: as a thin homogeneous slab with thickness D at a height
H above the solar photosphere. The loop can be assumed to be plane-parallel with a
thickness D = 1 km � H. For the loop we assume a temperature of 50000 K, a density of
hydrogen particles (neutrals + ions), NH = 9× 109 cm−3, a density of helium particles of
NHe = 0.1NH , and for the ionization fractions NH II/NH I = 4800, NHe II/NHe I = 526,
NHe III/NHe II = 0.425.

(a) The Lyman continuum is the dominant source of extinction at a wavelength of 90 nm.
What energy level of which atom/ion is involved in this process? Describe the tran-
sition processes that add and remove Lyman continuum photons to and from the
beam. Draw simple cartoons to illustrate the processes.

The Lyman continuum is formed by transitions between the ground state n = 1 of
neutral hydrogen and ionized hydrogen.
The transitions are bf-processes: ionization, recombination, and induced/stimulated
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recombination. The cartoons should look like the 2-level transition drawings like
Rutten Figure 3.3 that were discussed during the lectures.

(b) σλ is the extinction coefficient per particle. Give an expression for the optical thick-
ness of the loop along the normal. What is the optical thickness at 90 nm for a
loop that has a width of 1 km? Assume for the extinction coefficient at 90 nm,
σλ = 6.5× 10−18 cm2.

τλ is the optical thickness. The equation for optical thickness is dτλ = σλNids.
σλ is the extinction coefficient per particle, Ni the density of particles that do the
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extinction, and ds is the geometrical length. For a homogeneous slab of thickness
D, we have τλ = σλNiD. We use for Ni the particle density of neutral hydrogen in
the ground state. We have to assume that the number of Hydrogen atoms in the
ground state equals the total number density of neutral Hydrogen (i.e., all Hydrogen
atoms are in the ground state) – at this temperature this is not completely correct
but we do not have enough information to do this better). We have NH/NH I =
(NH I +NH II)/NH I = 1+NH II/NH I = 1+4800 = 4801, so NH I = NH NH I/NH =
9× 109/4801 . With D = 1 km and σλ = 6.5× 10−18 cm2 we have τλ = 6.5× 10−18×
9× 109/4801× 1× 105 = 1.22× 10−6. Optically thin.

(c) The strongest spectral line from the coronal loop is the He II resonance line at λ =
30.4 nm. Give reasons why this line is strong. Why is there no contribution to this
line from the photosphere or from the surrounding corona?

The line is strong due to the high particle density of the particles that give the
spectral line: Helium is an abundant element, most of the Helium atoms in in He II,
and most of the He II is in the ground state (resonance line means the lower level of
this transition is the ground state, and from the wavelength of the transition, 30.4 nm
so a UV line, we see that considerable energy is needed to excite the atom to a higher
state. He II is a hydrogenic atom (1 bound electron). Note that this transition is
equivalent to the Lyman alpha line of neutral Hydrogen).
In the photosphere, the temperature is too low to have significant amount of He II
(almost all Helium is neutral, He I). In the corona, the temperature is too high (Helium
is completely ionized, He III)

(d) The loop is optically thick in line center for this line. How large is the extinction
coefficient per particle σλ in line center? Is the line in emission or in absorption?
Explain why.

Optically thick means that the optical depth has to be of order 1 of higher. We use
τλ = σλNiD with Ni = NHe II . We have NHe = NHe I + NHe II + NHe III = 0.1NH ,
divide by NHe II and we have NHe I/NHe II+1+NHe III/NHe II = 1/526+1+0.425 =
0.1NH/NHe II so NHe II = 1/1.4269 × 10 ×NH = 6.31 × 108. With τλ = 1, we have
σλ = 1/NHe II/D = 1.6× 10−14 cm2.
A line from a homogeneous slab without incoming radiation is in emission. This is
the case when observing the coronal loop at the limb (so from the side against the
empty background of outer space). In case we observe the loop from above (on the
solar disk) we have to consider the background source function. If the background
source function is lower than the source function of the slab, we observe an emission
line (this is the case for the Sun) – if the background source function is higher than
the source function of the slab, we observe an absorption line.
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3. Consider a hypothetical main-sequence star with a mass of M = 1.6M� and an effective
temperature of Teff = 6300 K. The only energy source of this star is due to hydrogen
fusion in its core. During the formation of each α particle, an energy of 26.2 MeV is
released in the form of photons. The released energy is transported to the stellar surface,
from where it is emitted into space. The star initially consists of pure hydrogen. After
4× 109 years, the mean helium content (i.e., the mean mass fraction) of the star increased
to Y = 0.05. Assume that the energy production rate and the luminosity of the star are
constant in time.

(a) Calculate the luminosity of the star.

∆t = 4 × 109 years, ∆Y = 0.05, M = 1.6M�. The number of Helium atoms
produced during the stellar lifetime: nHe = ∆Y M/mHe = 0.05 × 1.6 × 1.989 ×
1030/(4.0015 × 1.661 × 10−27) = 2.39 × 1055. The energy produced in the stellar
lifetime: ∆E = nHe 26.2 MeV. 1 eV = 1.602 × 10−19 J, ∆E = 1 × 1044 J. The
luminosity L = ∆E/∆t = 7.97× 1026 J s−1.

(b) Calculate the stellar radius. (Hint: Stefan-Boltzmann law F = σT 4)

L = 4πr2F , so r =
√

L
4πσT 4

eff
= 8.42× 108m = 1.2R�

The graph below shows the extent of convection zones (”cloudy areas”) for a range of
zero-age main sequence stellar models. The scaling of the y-axis is the mass fraction of
total stellar mass M , the scaling of the x-axis is the total stellar mass as a fraction of solar
mass M� on a 10 log-base.

(c) Describe which processes dominate for the energy transport in different parts of the
1.6 M� star.
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10 log(1.6) = 0.2 so we see in the graph that such star has a convective core (up to
m/M ≈ 0.1) and outer envelope that is dominated by energy transport by radiation.

(d) Give arguments why high-mass stars have convective cores and why low-mass stars
have a convection zone in the outer regions of the star.

Convection occurs in a star when the Schwarzschild criterion is full filled:

|dT
dr
|actual > |

dT

dr
|adiabatic

For high-mass stars, the energy production in the core is through processes that are
strongly dependent on the temperature. (CNO cycle ∝ T 19.9

6 and triple-alpha ∝ T 41
8 ).

Therefore there is a steep temperature gradient so the Schwarzschild criterion is easily
full filled.
For low-mass stars, the temperature in the outer regions is relatively low and there
is a high opacity. The radiative temperature gradient is proportional to the opacity
dT/dr|radiative ∝ κ so the radiative temperature gradient is large. Energy transport
by convection is favored.

(e) Given that the adiabatic temperature gradient is inversely proportional to the spe-
cific heat at constant pressure, dT/dr |adiabatic∝ 1/CP , explain why ionization zones
(regions inside a star where the ionization state of dominant species like H and He
changes) are convectively unstable.

Where ionization occurs, parts of the energy/heat goes into ionization. So in region,
more energy is required to raise the temperature. This implies that CP is large, which
means that the adiabatic temperature gradient is low and the Schwarzschild criterion
is full filled.
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